
The composite Sustainability index for Environment, Economics and Nutrition (SiEEN), which has been
adapted to for milk and milk analogues as DiEET (Dairy index for Environment, Economics and nuTrition),
integrates environmental, economic, and nutritional aspects of current validated tools, offering a practical

means to assess and compare key sustainability indicators within a specific country. It contains adaptable
data levels, based on scientific literature, which ensures industry relevance while accounting for data gaps.
However, it's essential for producers to take up the responsibility of measuring their sustainability indicators
and conducting more comprehensive nutrient testing to enable accurate comparisons. Ongoing refinement
and validation of this index will be necessary in the aim continue to provide
a transparent, sensible, and actionablemeasurement approach.
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bioavailability of nutrients

food matrix effects

age and sex specific requirements roups

demographic strata

contribution to global nutrient supply

associated diseases or protective effects

protein quality as a sub-score.

A similar approach to the nutrient rich food index (NRFi)

was followed, with weighting factor according to e.g:

NUTRITION

Introduction
In a world battling with climate change, resource scarcity, and malnutrition, the need for sustainable
decision-making is essential. While global food supply appears adequate, issues like food waste and
affordability hinder nutritional access. Stakeholders, producers and consumer alike are further increasingly
aware of environmental impacts, particularly in the dairy industry. Milk alternatives also emerge, of which
the sustainability and nutritional contribution is still poorly understood. These factors emphasises the
importance of minimising footprints while ensuring economic viability, as well as holistic evaluation of the
sustainability of milk and milk analogues. To address these challenges within local contexts, this study aims
to create a sustainability index tailored to milk and milk analogues, within a specific country. This index,
which can be adapted to any country, can inform stakeholders to assess footprints and make informed
choices, based on economics, nutrition and the environment, aligning the industry with global sustainability
goals.

Application

The three scores are expressed by means of
shorthand notation. This avoids masking of a
poor score for one indicator with a good score
of another indicator, but rather gives a
transparent view of the different indicators and
their respective score. The notation "Ni(pq): EnS:
EcS will be used (Ni = nutrient index; pcq=
protein quality; EnS = Environmental Score, and
EcS= Economic Score. A high Ni or NS, low EnS
and low EcS is favourable
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product price

poverty levels (incl % of the population per level)

financial contribution to the country

number of employees

production efficiencies

future potential

This is assessed with consumer and producer indicators, as

well as self-report binomial and point related questions , eg:

ECONOMICS
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blue water use,

fertiliser use

land use

electricity/energy use

recyclable materials & waste

LCA results (if system boundaries are alike)

management practices

The same principles of a life-cycle analysis (LCA) are used,

with practical adaptations according to what is already

measured on farms and within production systems, eg:

ENVIRONMENT

Why the index?

Whowill use it?

What are the benefits?

Reliable methods are needed to measure and compare the sustainability of

dairy products, which are tailored to specific the specific industry and

countries. It should be easy-to-use based on available data.

Producers and policy makers can use this for their own business decisions

or science-based policy making. Consumers can use the results for their

own informed consumer choices.

It is based on scientific data which has already been sourced and will

continuously be adapted, meaning the data input required by users is

limited, yet it will still yield reliable results.

Example: Ni(pq): EnS : EcS

= 175.414 (12.65) : 0.781 : 1.043
For illustrative purposes only, this scenario is built on hypothetical data from literature and market reports, ot validated for reporting. Complete table not shown.


